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Abstract—Epidemic-style diffusion schemes have been previously proposed for achieving peer-to-peer live streaming. Their
performance trade-offs have been deeply analyzed for homogeneous systems, where all peers have the same upload capacity.
However, epidemic schemes designed for heterogeneous systems
have not been completely understood yet.
In this paper we focus on the peer selection process and
propose a generic model that encompasses a large class of
algorithms. The process is modeled as a combination of two
functions, an aware one and an agnostic one.
By means of simulations, we analyze the awareness-agnostism
trade-offs on the peer selection process and the impact of the
source distribution policy in non-homogeneous networks. We
highlight a fairness trade-off arises between the performance
of heterogeneous peers as a function of the level of awareness,
and the strong impact the source selection policy and bandwidth
provisioning have on diffusion performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Live streaming over the Internet has become increasingly
popular in the last few years. To support large audiences that
grow over time, the peer-to-peer approach has been proposed
by several commercial systems that are now widely used like
PPLive [1], SopCast [2], TVants [3] and UUSee [4]. These systems rely on unstructured, chunk-based diffusion algorithms:
the stream is divided into a series of pieces (chunks), that are
injected in the system by the source and exchanged among
peers in order to retrieve the complete sequence and play out
the stream.
The theoretical performance trade-offs of such chunk-based
systems have been deeply analyzed for homogeneous scenarios, where all peers have the same upload capacity. However,
most peer-to-peer systems are heterogeneous by nature, and
the impact of that heterogeneity has not been completely
understood yet.
This paper aims at clarifying the handling of heterogeneity
for epidemic-style diffusion algorithms, where the chunk exchanges are mainly decided at senders’ side (push approach).
We propose to give a generic model that encompasses a
large class of algorithms, and to discuss some results and
experiments based on that model.

B. Contribution

A. Related Work
Chunk dissemination algorithms are hard to analyze because
of the strong interaction imposed by the chunk exchanges. The
exchange algorithms run locally at every node, and can be
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described by chunk/peer selection policies. Although the local
policies can be very simple, the whole network often behaves
as a complex system, making the study of its performance
complicated. However, analytical results have been derived for
homogeneous systems where peers all have the same upload
capacity. Schemes achieving optimal diffusion rate are analyzed in [5], [6], [7]. A scheme that achieves optimal diffusion
delay is proposed in [8], while algorithms providing optimal
diffusion rate within an optimal delay are studied in [9],
[10]. Performance trade-offs of epidemic-style algorithms are
deeply analyzed for homogeneous systems in [9], [11].
In heterogeneous systems, where peers have different upload
capacities, dissemination algorithms should take into account
the capacities of the nodes somehow, in order to improve
the performance, but a certain level of altruism is required
for the functioning of the system. In other words, a kind of
equilibrium should be found that ensures a good utilization
of the powerful nodes, while guaranteeing that weaker nodes
are not excluded from the diffusion process. Live streaming
diffusion schemes for heterogeneous environments have been
proposed and analyzed by means of simulations [12], [13]
or experimental evaluations [14], [15]. However, models and
analysis presented in these works are limited to schemes
proposed by the authors.
Analytical studies of resource aware unstructured algorithms for P2P systems have mainly been performed for filesharing [16], [17], or for generic applications by means of
a game theory approach [18], [19], [20]. Concerning live
streaming, Chu et al. [21] propose a framework to evaluate the
achievable download performance of receivers as a function
of the altruism from the bandwidth budget perspective. They
highlight that altruism has a strong impact on the performance
bounds of receivers and that even a small degree of altruism
brings significant benefit. In [22] a game-theoretic framework
is proposed to model and evaluate incentive-based strategies to
stimulate user cooperation. However, none of these analytical
works consider diffusion performance achieved by chunk
exchange schemes.
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Differently from previous works, in this paper we aim at
describing the performance trade-offs achieved by various
chunk exchange algorithms in heterogeneous scenarios, and
to derive analytical formulas to describe the chunk diffusion process they generate. For this purpose, we focus on
peer/chunk selection policies only and we disregard from

other issues. In Section II we propose a model that takes
explicitly the awareness-agnostism trade-off into account. This
model is highly versatile, so it can represent several existing
resource-aware peer selection policies, as well as new ones.
In Section III we propose recursive formulas to explicitly
describe the diffusion function of a generic resource aware
peer/latest blind chunk selection scheme. Lastly, by means of
simulations, we deeply analyze in Section IV the awarenessagnostic trade-off and the critical role the source policy plays
in the system performance.
II. M ODEL AND SCHEMES
We consider a P2P system of n peers receiving a live
stream from a single source S. We suppose that peers have a
partial knowledge of the overall system that is represented by
an Erdös-Renyi G(n + 1, pe ) graph (the source has a partial
knowledge of the system like any other peer). We denote the
set of neighbors of peer l as N (l) and we suppose a peer can
only send chunks to one of its neighbors.
We suppose that every peer l has a limited upload capacity
u(l) and that there is no constraint on the quantity of data that
each peer can receive per time unit. For simplicity, we assume
that the bandwidth distribution is discrete, with U possible
distinct values, and we partition the peers in U classes C1 ,
. . . CU according to their upload capacity. We denote as αi
the percentage of peers belonging to class Ci . The source has
a limited upload capacity as well, denoted as uS .
We suppose that the stream has a constant rate SR. The
source splits it in a sequence of chunks of size c, so that a new
c
time units. These chunks
chunk is created every TSR = SR
are injected into the system according to the source diffusion
policy and upload constraints. The peers in turn exchange these
chunks among them according to their own diffusion policy,
which may differ from the one of the source. For every peer
l, let B(l) be the collection of chunks that peer l has received.
A convenient way to represent a diffusion policy is to
decompose it in a peer selection process and a chunk selection
process, which can be performed in the peer-then-chunk or in
the chunk-then-peer order.
In this paper, we limit ourselves to diffusion schemes where
the peer is selected first, although the model presented could
be extended to the chunk-then-peer case. We argue that if the
chunk is selected first, the peer selection is restricted to the
peers missing the given chunk, so that resource awareness is
potentially less effective. Moreover, peer-first schemes have
been shown more adapted to a practical implementation because they potentially generate low overhead and provide nearoptimal rate/delay performance, while chunk-first schemes
tend to generate a lot of signaling messages [9].
Regarding the selection processes themselves, we focus here
on the peer selection process, while for the chunk selection
we just consider two simple policies called latest blind (LB)
and latest useful (LU), which have been shown efficient in
homogeneous environments [9]. If a peer runs a latest blind
chunk policy, it sends to the selected peer the most recent
chunk generated by the source it owns. This minimizes the

need for communication between peers, but increases the
chances of wasting bandwidth by sending a chunk already
received by the destination. On the other hand, with the latest
useful chunk policy, a peer sends to the receiver peer the most
recent chunk it owns that the receiver peer has not downloaded
yet, if any. This requires at least one message exchange
between the two peers. In both cases (blind or useful), the
sending time of peer l of class i is defined by Ti = uci if the
selected chunk is indeed useful for the destination peer. If not,
the destination peer can send back a notification so that the
sender can select another peer.
The reason why we only consider these two simple chunk
policies is that we believe that chunk selection is less crucial
than peer selection for heterogeneous peers. Of course, this is
true only if chunks are all equal in size and if they all have the
same importance: if some chunks have higher priority or are
bigger than others, for example because they have been coded
with layered techniques, the chunk selection policy plays an
important role [13]. However the study of chunk-differentiated
scenarios is beyond the scope of this paper, so we focus on
the impact of the peer selection process.
A. Peer Selection Process
We now propose a general model that allows to represent
various non-uniform peer selection schemes. The non-uniform
selection is represented by weight functions {Hl }. A peer l
associates to every neighbor v ∈ N (l) a weight Hl (v). Typical
weight functions will be expressed later for some schemes.
Hl (v) can be time-dependent, however the time variable is
implicit in order not to clutter notation.
Whenever a given peer l can upload a chunk, we assume it
can use one of the two following peer selection policies:
• Aware peer l selects one of its neighbors v ∈ N (l)
proportionally to its weight Hl (v).
• Agnostic peer l selects one of its neighbors v ∈ N (l)
uniformly at random.
The choice between the two policies is performed at random
every time a chunk is sent by a peer, the aware policy been
selected with a probability W , called the awareness probability
(0 ≤ W ≤ 1). W expresses how much a peer takes resources
into account when performing the selection so that it represents
the level of awareness of the diffusion scheme.
The Hl function and the W variable completely define the
peer selection scheme: when a peer l can upload a chunk,
the probability β(l, v) that it selects one of its neighbors v is
therefore given by
1−W
Hl (v)
W+
N (l)
k∈N (l) Hl (k)
{z
} | {z }
|

β(l, v) = P

Aware

(1)

Agnostic

In the following we express H and/or W for some peer
selection schemes. Remember that we consider diffusion
schemes where the peer is selected first. This means that, unless otherwise specified, a sender peer has no prior knowledge
about the buffer state of its neighbors, so it is not guaranteed
that it will have useful chunks for the peer it will select.

a) Random peer selection (RP): The random peer selection is the limit case where peers are completely unaware of
their neighbors’ characteristics. We then have W = 0, and
there is not need to define a weight function. This results in
β(l, v) =

1
.
N (l)

b) Bandwidth-aware peer selection (BA): This is the
simplest scheme taking into account the upload capacities of
the nodes. A peer l selects one of its neighbors v ∈ N (l)
proportionally to its upload capacity, so we have Hl (v) =
u(v). Note that in the homogeneous upload capacity case,
the selection is indeed equivalent to the uniformly random
selection.
The bandwidth-aware scheme has been introduced by da
Silva et al. in [12]. However there are two main differences
between our model and the framework they propose: in [12],
•

•

the chunk is selected first, and the bandwidth-aware
selection is performed among the neighbors that need the
selected chunk from the sender;
the selection scheme is fully-aware (corresponding to
W = 1 in our model), while we propose to discuss later
the influence of the awareness probability W .

Although this paper focuses on a edge-constraint scenario,
the upload estimation may differ in practice depending on the
measurement points. Our model could be easily generalized by
setting Hl (v) = ul (v), where ul (v) is the available bandwidth
capacity from v to l.
c) Tit-for-Tat peer selection (TFT): Tit-for-tat mechanisms have been introduced in P2P by the BitTorrent protocol [23], and have been widely studied for file sharing
systems. Such incentive mechanisms can be very effective in
live streaming applications [15].
In the original BitTorrent protocol, a subset of potential
receivers is periodically selected [23]. Following the authors
in [13], we propose a simpler protocol where a receiver peer
is selected every time a chunk is sent. We propose to drive the
peer selection by using as weight function Hl (v) an historic
variable that is computed every epoch Te ; this historic value
indicates the amount of data peer l downloaded from peer v
during the last epoch. In this way, a peer v is selected by a
peer l proportionally to the amount of data it provided to l
during last epoch.
d) Data-driven peer selection: The model we introduced
so far is not only able to describe the behavior of resourceaware algorithms, but also to represent diffusion schemes that
take into account the collection of chunks B when performing
peer selection.
The most deprived selection presented for instance in [9],
as well as the proportional deprived selection proposed by
Chatzidrossos et al. [11], can be represented by our model.
The former selects the destination peer uniformly at random
among those neighbors v of l for which |B(l) \ B(v)| is
maximum. The weight function can be expressed as:



1 if |B(l) \ B(v)| = maxv∈N (l) |B(l) \ B(v)|,
0 otherwise.
(2)
The latter selects a destination peer v proportionally to the
number of useful chunks the sender peer l has for it. The
weight function can be expressed as Hl (v) = |B(l) \ B(v)|.
In the following we are not going to analyze these datadriven peer selection schemes because we focus on resourceaware policies. However, the recursive formulas derived in
Section III-A are also valid for data-driven peer selection
policies.
Hl (v) =

B. Performance evaluation
Following [9], we focus on the achieved rate and delay
to assess the performance of a given diffusion scheme. In
details, we call rate the asymptotic probability that a peer
(random or belonging to a specific class) receives a given
chunk. On the contrary, the chunk miss ratio is the asymptotic
probability to miss a chunk (or equivalently the difference
between the stream rate SR and the actual goodput). We
suppose links are lossless, so a peer misses a given chunk
only if none of its neighbors has scheduled that chunk for it.
The average diffusion delay is defined as the time needed for
a chunk to reach a peer on average. For practical reasons, we
assume a fixed diffusion deadline: chunk transmissions that
occur too long after the chunk’s creation are not taken into
account; the deadline is by construction an upper bound for
the transmission delay.
For a fully random scheme, the performance is roughly
the same for all peers, as there is no reason for one peer
to be advantaged compared to another. This is not the case
for schemes with W > 0, so we may have to use a per class
performance evaluation.
III. R ECURSIVE APPROXIMATIONS
We propose in this section to derive some recursive formulas
that try to predict the behavior of a generic diffusion scheme
based on an aware peer selection coupled with a latest blind
chunk selection. The latest useful selection, for which we do
not provide formulas in this paper, will be the subject of the
next section.
A. Recursive formulas
We are interested in computing the fraction of the peers of
every class that received a chunk no more than t time units
after it has been generated by the source. For every instant of
time t and each class i, we propose to compute that fraction,
denoted as ri (t).
In the case of homogeneous upload capacities it is sufficient
to estimate the average value of ri (t), as presented in [9], [11].
However, the presence of heterogeneous speeds may increase
the variability of the diffusion process leading to a scattered
rate/delay distribution.
In particular, the diffusion performance of a given chunk is
mostly affected by its early diffusion, i.e. the upload capacity

of first peers receiving that chunk ([15]). In order to approximate the diffusion functions in heterogeneous scenarios, it is
therefore more significant to work with distribution.
We propose a two-step approach: first an exact description
of the early behavior of the diffusion, then the use of averaged
approximation to derive the rest of the diffusion process.
Let J be a distribution of system states that describes the
early behavior of a chunk’s diffusion. One may think of J as
the initial conditions of the diffusion. These initial conditions
represent different possible evolutions of first chunk exchanges
up to a certain time Tinit , i.e. a set of |J| possible values of
ri (Tinit ) for every class i. We propose to use J to compute a
recursive approximation of the afterwards diffusion. The larger
the number of initial conditions |J| and the Tinit value are,
the better the distribution computed by the recursive formulas
will fit the real distribution.
The initial conditions should be deterministically computed
according to the diffusion scheme (see below); such operation
can be computationally expensive and exponentially time
consuming (we have to limit ourselves to the early diffusion,
small Tinit ). However, as we observed, most of the variance
in the diffusion process is captured by the very few first
exchanges; this keeps the approach proposed here much less
expensive in term of computational resources and time than a
complete simulative analysis.
We assume a scenario where every peer has a complete
knowledge of the overlay (full mesh connectivity). We also
suppose that the awareness probability W is the same for all
classes, and that the weight function H does not depend on
the sender peer (Hl (v) = H(v)). By doing so we can express
the probability that a peer of class i0 is selected as β(i0 ). If
these last two assumptions are relaxed we should express the
probability that a peer of class i selects a peer of class i0 as
β(i, i0 ), and we have to compute pi (t) for every class i (see
below for the definition of p(t)).
As for the recursive formulas derived in [9] we assume that
the number of peer is sufficiently large, so that the system
may be considered in the mean field regime where peers are
mutually independent, and that the probability that a given
chunk belongs to B(l) is independent from the fact that any
other chunk belongs to B(l) (the validity of these assumptions
will be checked later).
We make the approximation that all peers of the same class
are synchronized in uploading a chunk. 0 being the time of one
given chunk’s creation, we define Ti := {Ti 2Ti 3Ti ..} as the
set of times at which peers of class i may send a chunk, and
TSR := {TSR 2TSR 3TSR ..} as the set of chunk generation
times. We define T = T1 ∪T2 ∪...∪TU ∪TSR as the (sorted) set
of times at which an event occurs. Simultaneous events from
distinct classes are taken into account with their multiplicity.
The first step is to compute the initial conditions J. A set
of |J| instances of the ri (Tinit ) are generated according to
the considered scheme. Note that for an instance j ∈ J, all
ri (Tinit ) are deterministic. Starting from these initial conditions the recursive formulas describe the diffusion function for
each j ∈ J. In the following when considering a given ri (t),

we assume implicitly an initial condition j ∈ J, while the
average over J is denoted as ri (t).
For every time t ∈ T : t > Tinit at which an upload
event occurs, we denote as i the class sending the chunk
at that time t, and as t0 the instant of time preceding t in
T . We denote as p(t) the probability that a given peer ends
the upload of the chunk at time t, so that on average np(t)
transmissions of the considered chunk finish at time t. p(t)
is initially set to 0 for all t values. That probability p(t) is
spread over the U classes according to the selection probability
β, so that peers in class k receive the tagged chunk at time t
with probability αk β(k)p(t). Among a given class target peers
are then selected uniformly at random. Due to this random
selection, the number of copies of the tagged chunk that are
received by an arbitrary peer is a binomial random variable
with parameter (αk n, β(k)p(t)/αk n). For large n, this can
be approximated by a Poisson random variable with mean
β(k)p(t). The probability that a peer of class k receives at
least one copy of the tagged chunk at time t is therefore
approximately equal to 1 − e−β(k)p(t) . A fraction 1 − ri (t)
of the peers that receive the chunk at time t actually need it.
The recursive formula is then:
∀k : 1 ≤ k ≤ U, rk (t) = rk (t0 ) + (1 − e−β(k)p(t) )(1 − rk (t0 ))
(3)
We then need to update the value of p(t) for the later event
in Ti . This means to compute the probability that the chunk
is the latest in the collection of chunks B of peers of class
i. This affects the probability that the download of the tagged
chunk ends at time t + Ti as follow:
bT t c

p(t + Ti ) = p(t + Ti ) + αi ri (t)

SR
Y

(1 − ri (kTSR ))

(4)

k=1

For every time t ∈ TSR : t > Tinit , at which a new chunk
is generated, the status of the considered chunk is unchanged
(no transmissions occur for it) so we simply have:
∀k : 1 ≤ k ≤ U ,rk (t) = rk (t0 )

(5)

B. Formulas validation
We validate the recursive formulas by considering the BA
peer selection process with awareness probability W = 1. We
suppose the overlay is a complete graph and the source injects
only one copy of each chunk in the system (TSR = TS ). To
this goal we set the chunk size to c = 0.9 M b and the source
upload capacity to uS = 0.9 M bps. The other parameters are
those of the reference scenario described in the next section1 .
We consider two different sets of initial conditions: J1 and
J2 . The former is composed of only one initial condition
(|J1 | = 1), and it is only based on the copy uploaded by
the source (Tinit = TSR ). In this case, we will only have one
rate/delay value and not a distribution. The latter is composed
1 The

simulator is described in Section IV

1

distribution reported in Table I, that is derived from the
measurement study presented in [24], and that has been used
for the analysis in [25]. We suppose pe = 0.05 so that every
peer has about 50 neighbors, N (l) ≈ 50. The source has about
50 neighbors as well, an upload capacity uS = 1.1 M bps and
employs a RP selection policy.
In order to avoid critical regime effects, we suppose the
stream rate SR = 0.9 M bps that leads to a bandwidth balance
of 1.13 SR. We set the chunk size c = 0.09 M b, we suppose
peers have a buffer of 30 seconds and for the TFT scheme the
epoch length is set to Te = 10 seconds.
The chunk selection policy we consider here is latest useful.
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TABLE I
U PLOAD CAPACITY DISTRIBUTION WITH MEAN 1.02 M BPS .
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Per class validation of the recursive formulas. BA peer selection.

of |J2 | = 1000 different initial conditions, and is based on
Tinit = TSR + 1 (given the system parameters used, an initial
condition represents 5 chunk exchanges on average). In this
case, we will have a distribution based on 1000 different chunk
diffusions.
Figure 1 shows formulas are quite accurate in predicting the
rate/delay performance of the considered scheme. As expected,
to increase the number of initial conditions and Tinit , increases
the accuracy of the performance prediction. In particular, the
distribution based on 1000 samples of 5 chunk exchanges fits
pretty well the distribution based on a simulation of 10000
chunks. It is possible to observe estimation errors between 07% (C4-C2) concerning diffusion rate, and 10-15% (C1-C4)
concerning the average delay.
These errors are slightly larger than in the homogeneous
case studied in [9]. This is due to the variability of the diffusion
process that is more stressed in heterogeneous systems because
of the additional randomness of the different upload capacities.
Nevertheless the obtained results are worthwhile for having a
fast performance estimate of a system.
IV. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the rate (or miss ratio)/delay
trade-off achieved by resource aware selection schemes. In
particular, we focus on the performance of three representative
peer selection policies: random peer (RP), bandwidth-aware
(BA) and tit-for-tat (TFT). For this purpose we use an eventbased simulator developed by the Telecommunication Networks Group of Politecnico di Torino2 where we implement
the aforementioned schemes.
Unless otherwise stated, we suppose there are n = 1000
peers and we set their uplink capacities according to the
2 http://www.napa-wine.eu/cgi-bin/twiki/view/Public/P2PTVSim

A. Reference scenario
We first consider a reference scenario whose diffusion
process of the different schemes is pictorially represented in
Figure 2 for all classes. For BA and TFT peer selection we
consider two values of awareness probability: W = 1 and
W = 0.128 corresponding to a fully-aware and a generous
approach respectively.
We observe schemes taking into account peer contributions/resources in general decrease the diffusion delay with
respect to the agnostic RP for all classes. BA gives priority
to richer peers, so that the diffusion process is speeded up
thanks to their high upload capacity placed at the top of chunk
diffusion trees. On the other hand, TFT clusters peer according
to their resources [17], leading to a similar effect as the one
observed in the experimental analysis of incentive-based live
streaming systems [15].
Such resource aware schemes increase the diffusion rate of
the richer classes C1-C2, while they reduce the one of poorer
classes C3-C4. This rate decrease is particularly dramatic in
case of a completely aware selection (W=1). On the other
hand, if the selection is more generous (W=0.128), this drastic
reduction is avoided, but the diffusion delay may increase,
especially if the BA selection is used.
This clearly highlights a rate/delay trade-off as a function
of the awareness probability W .
B. Awareness-Agnostic peer selection trade-off
Figure 3 reports the rate/delay performance of BA and
T F T schemes as a function of the awareness probability in
the heterogeneous scenario described in Table I.
The diffusion delay decreases as the awareness probability
increases for all bandwidth classes. This indicates the placement of the nodes with higher upload capacities at the top of
the diffusion trees effectively speeds up the diffusion process.
We also notice that, by increasing the awareness probability,
the delay differentiation between different classes increases as
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well. In particular, when W ≈ 0, all classes achieve the same
diffusion delay because the selection is almost random (as in
RP ). On the other hand, when W = 1 there is the maximum
discrimination because the selection is purely aware. In fact,
more and more peers with higher upload capacities are selected
first as the awareness probability increases.
Regarding the miss ratio, richer classes take advantage of
the increasing awareness. On the other hand, the miss ratio of
the poorer classes stagnates until a certain awareness value of
about W = 0.22, after which peers start missing more and
more chunks. The intuition is that richer peers are selected
with increasing frequency (decreasing their miss ratio), and
the reverse for the poorer classes.
We observe that BA scheme slightly outperforms T F T .
This is not surprising: BA weights peers according to their
upload capacity, so that it perfectly discriminates them according to their resources. However, the gap is very small making
T F T appealing for real deployment because more simple and
reliable than BA.
Notice that a pure T F T approach (W = 1) performs
poorly: without agnostic disseminations, the peer clustering
generated by T F T interferes with a proper dissemination of
the chunk among all the peers of the system. This does not
happen under BA scheme because every peer can be selected
with low probability, even poorer ones, assuring that every
chunk can eventually reach all peers.
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In order to validate our claims, we consider another bandwidth distribution (Table II) which is derived from the mea-

surement study presented in [26], and has been used for the
evaluation of the BA principle in [12]. We also consider the
case of free-riders by setting the upload capacity of peers
˜ to 0 M bps instead of 0.2 M bps. In order to
of class C3
keep the same bandwidth balance as in the previous scenario,
we reduce the stream rate to SR = 0.5 M bps, the chunk
size to c = 0.05 M b and the source upload capacity to
uS = 0.6 M bps. Note that in this scenario the bandwidth
distribution is more skewed. Since the two selection policies
behave similarly, in the following we focus on T F T peer
selection.
Figure 4 highlights the trend in the 3 classes scenario is
similar to the one observed before. The only difference is that
the gain of the increasing awareness is more evident for all
classes. This is due to the high bandwidth of the first class with
respect to the stream rate: as soon as this class is privileged
all peers improve their performance.
In the scenario with free-riders, all chunks the source
˜ are lost because peers cannot upload them.
uploads to class C3
So the miss ratio cannot be lower than the percentage of peers
˜ Classes C1
˜ and C2
˜ almost receive all the other
of class C3.
chunks while free-riders are identified and receive a decreasing
percentage of data as the awareness probability increases. This
highlights that, in an heterogeneous scenario, the selection
policy employed by the source can have a tremendous impact
on the system performance. If the source could discriminate
peers according to their resources, we won’t observe such a
miss ratio. We better investigate in the following the impact
of different source selection schemes.
In all scenarios we observe the presence of a minimum
suitable value of awareness probability. In fact, it is not
interesting to select an awareness probability W < 0.1 because
there is almost no gain with respect to the RP selection.
From this value to W = 1 (W = 1 −  for T F T scheme)
a trade-off arises. The more the scheme is aware the more
richer peers improve their performance. On the other hand,
even if there is enough bandwidth, peers of the poorer classes
loose lot of chunks. This can be seen as a good property of the
system because it incentives peers to contribute more in order
to improve their performance. On the other hand, part of the
bandwidth is lost. The best value for the awareness probability
depends on the application environment but in any case this
value should be larger than 0.1 in order to discriminate peers
according to their resources, to improve system performance
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and to recompense peers contributing the more.
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Fig. 5. Diffusion delay and miss ratio of C1 peers as a function of awareness
probability for different source selection polities. TFT selection at nodes.
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Fig. 4. TFT performance as a function of awareness parameter for a skewed
bandwidth distribution and in presence of free-riders.

C. Source scheduling
We now analyze the impact of the source selection policy
and of the source upload capacity on the scheme diffusion
performance.
In Figure 5, we consider four different source policies:
random peer selection (RP ) with source upload capacity
uS = SR; random peer selection with source upload capacity
uS = 4 SR; selection of a peer of class C1 with upload
capacity uS = SR; selection of a peer of class C4 with upload
capacity uS = SR. We consider T F T peer selection at nodes
and, since the trend of all classes is similar, we only report in
figure the performance of peers of class C1.
The diffusion delay strongly depends on the source policy.
In fact, the selection of a peer of class C1 can reduce of
3 times the delay with respect to the selection of a peer of
class C4 while the RP selection stays in between. But as
explained earlier, it is very difficult to estimate the upload
capacity of peers, and the source cannot employ a T F T
mechanism because it does not download any data. However, if
the source has an upload capacity of us = 4 SR, the agnostic
RP selection performs as the selection of a peer of class C1.
This means that, if the source is slightly over-provisioned
(remember that an upload capacity of 4 SR is negligible with
respect to the number of peers), it has not to discriminate peers
according to their resources.
As for the concern miss ratio, we observe a dramatic
degradation if the source sends the first copy of every chunk to
a peer of class C4. This is because these peers have not enough
capacity to distribute enough copies before new chunks are
injected in the system, increasing the chances that new chunks
inhibit the diffusion of the old ones. All the other policies can
provide similar miss ratios.
We now investigate in more details the impact of the source
upload capacity when it performs RP selection. Results are
reported in Figure 6 for C1 and C4. Nodes perform RP or
T F T selection.
The diffusion delay decreases as the number of copies of
each chunk injected by the source increases. The decrease is
particularly significant for the first additional copies (us =
2 − 3 − 4 SR). This is because a chunk’s initial diffusion
tends to be exponential, so the delay improvement should be
roughly proportional to the logarithm of the source capacity.
For the miss ratio, we observe almost no gain by increasing
the source capacity.

The variances of both the delay and miss ratio decrease
by increasing the source upload capacity. Again, the first
additional copies bring the larger variance decrease. This
indicates the chunk diffusion is more stable, and schemes
can provide steadier performance for the different chunks by
increasing the source upload capacity.
D. Convergence time and epoch length
So far, we have highlighted that TFT behaves similarly
to BA peer selection while being more appealing for real
deployment. Such a scheme is driven by the evaluation of
peer contributions performed every epoch Te . As a consequence, algorithms based on TFT reach a steady-state where
performance is stable after a certain period of time called
convergence time.
TFT convergence properties have already been analyzed
for file-sharing applications in [17]. We investigate in this
section the convergence time of TFT peer selection in live
streaming systems, and we evaluate the impact the epoch
length Te has on their performance. In a live streaming system
the convergence time indicates the time needed to reach both
stable diffusion delay and miss ratio.
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Figure 7 indicates the diffusion delay decreases as the epoch
length increases for all bandwidth classes. The miss ratio
decreases as well only for richer classes, while for the poorer
classes it stagnates or slightly increases. The larger evaluation
time allows peers to better estimate the resources provided by
their neighbors. As a consequence, the peer selection is more
accurate and all peers improve their performance with respect
to a RP selection.
The price to pay is that longer epoch times require longer
convergence times as shown in Figure 8. In details, peers of the
richer classes require more time to reach a stable performance
for small awareness parameters or short epoch lengths. This
because under such values only peers of the richer classes have
performance different from RP selection. On the contrary,
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when W or Te increases, the convergence time of poorer
classes strongly increases. In such a case, the performance
of the poorer classes is also affected, and, as a consequence,
their convergence time increases and is eventually longer than
the one of the richer classes.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered chunk distribution algorithms for unstructured peer-to-peer live streaming systems.
We have described some schemes designed to be aware
of the resources shared by nodes, and we have provided
a unified model to describe the peer selection of resource
aware algorithms. We have provided recursive formulas for
the diffusion function of a generic resource aware peer/latest
blind chunk selection and validate their accuracy by means of
simulations.
We have studied the performance of resource aware peer/
latest useful chunk policies and we have shown that there exists
a minimum value of resource awareness needed to improve the
performance with respect to a random peer selection policy.
We have highlighted a trade off between the performance of
peers with different resources arising as a function of the level
of awareness, and the strong impact that the source selection
policy and bandwidth provisioning have on the diffusion
process.
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